1 'Tis the tenth anniversary of a favorite summer movie, signaled by the famous epigraph. In this issue, Poroi offers a second assortment of articles. To relish their miscellany, we can taste them like the title character's fine sampler of stories. The referees and I have savored each essay as a distinctive confection of rhetorical analysis and political argument. We have enjoyed especially how several deliver their morsels in colorful foils of narrative. May you, too, find the contents bursting with agreeable flavors, surprising provocations, even a lingering lesson or two.
2 I like to view the film as a clever take on American mass publics since the Second World War. In a sympathetic but unsparing way, it shows themus as far as its principal viewers go -to be fortunate fools. 1 We bumble through a world of debatable war, political manipulation, and economic marketing. We are good-hearted "idiots" in the ancient Greek sense of unduly private individuals. Like Forrest Gump, we never quite connect with public affairs even as they never really leave us alone. Yet also like Gump, we are blessed with unbelievable luck. It attunes us to success, outruns occasional sorrows, and looks after us like the lilies of the field. Forrest Gump has been the feel-good film of the century's turn in a country known for feel-good politics: witness this summer's celebration of Ronald Reagan as Dr. Feelgood, the Great Communicator, and its advertising contest over whether George Bush or John Kerry is the greater optimist about America.
3 A nicer movie is hard to imagine. 2 Nevertheless it's not exactly nice to show us as fools, running from troubles with an incredible but all-tootransient speed and grace. The implication might be that a little critical acumen discloses much of the luck to be running out. Disgrace and skepticism might dispel, at least momentarily, some 
Campaigns
14 As it happens, election predictions by Antczak and studies of campaign spots by Boynton play into an accidental but timely theme that emerges between the lines of this Poroi assortment. American wars, global markets, and Court rulings are among the major topics of this issue, yes, but also of the 2004 presidential election. The unfolding contest might turn in important part on how public events make memories and identities. And especially from perspectives of political advertising, the challenges of persuasion addressed by experiential rhetoric may loom large too.
15 The summer of 2004 is the first to be filled with presidential advertising on television. At least in the notorious "showdown states" like Iowa, generalelection telespots began as soon as it became clear that John Kerry would be the chief challenger for George W. Bush. By November, courtesy of its first-in-the-nation caucuses, Iowa will have experienced some eighteen straight months of campaign advertising directed at the presidency. This is a world record in anybody's book, Guinness or otherwise, and it puts many people in a bad mood. All we "need," groan my parents along with innumerable others, is a summer when even commercial slots on television reek from political lies and partisan bile. Just watching cable news subjects people to blasts of political advertising: to huddle outside the battleground states can offer better odds this summer but no true escape.
16 Should the barrage of presidential ads delight or depress a rhetorician? It delights this one, because there is so much verbal, visual, political, even musical rhetoric to be learned from campaign spots. For the connoisseur of political advertising on television, myriad lessons lie in wait. 5 To boost your tolerance for electioneering still to come, here are a few developments that have been fascinating me. If you can find comparable ways to enjoy political ads, the summer's campaign might not seem so long.
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The telling news about presidential caucus and primary spots for 2004 has been their turn to populism. Before the 2000 general election, the ideological politics of liberal democracies and the mythic politics of republics dominated American ads for presidential contests. 6 Then Bush and Gore both tried populist appeals: Bush claimed compassion for the ordinary people while projecting scorn for the intellectual elites, and Gore called for power to the people rather than the special interests.
18 By 2004, all the principal Democratic contenders in Iowa were going populist in one way or another. The Dean mantra was that "only you," the people, "have the power to change this country." The Gephardt pledge to "fight for the middle class" adapted populism to the suburbs. Eventually Kerry reconfigured his campaign to stress how he "cares for ordinary people like you and me." Edwards began as the populist epitome of success in rising from a small house toward the White House. Then his populism gained a more aggressive edge in slamming the emergence of two Americas: the privileged rich over the poor middle-class. 24 Yet to diminish constraints of budget and technology is not to remove the main limits on quality in presidential advertising. Those are more matters of convention and imagination. In Wag the Dog (1998), the ruts that pass for presidential advertising provoke one denunciation after another from the film makers, who are far more inventive with humor, danger, spectacle, and intimacy: Maybe with good reason, the makers of political ads fear offending conventions of propriety far more than do the makers of commercials. 14 Yet political ads also hew closer and less creatively to genre conventions established by earlier campaigns. 15 There have been more imaginative ads for minor-party candidates such as Ross Perot (1992 and '96) and Ralph Nader (2000) . But then such campaigns arguably have a lot less to lose from risking unconventional spots.
25 The twentieth century seldom collected, let alone reported, the evidence needed to judge the electoral effects of humor or any other elements of presidential spots. 16 Nevertheless clever ads for underdogs seem to have enjoyed some remarkable successes in campaigns for lower offices. 
